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Chairman's Notes
Carry on Planning. A letter to WDC from the Inspector has
recently agreed that examination of their Local Plan is to be
“suspended”. In case you are confused, this means that
examination will continue but after an interval of about six
months. So instead of the Council's having to start again,
detailed examination of the Plan is likely to get under way
next May. This is on condition that WDC, along with
Coventry and neighbouring Warwickshire district councils,
get their act together on accommodating the huge numbers
of extra houses said to be needed by Coventry.
The key question of course is where will all the houses go?
Do not question whether these numbers are a realistic
forecast (as in the Inspector’s initial examination). Assume
also that there has to be overspill beyond Coventry's
boundaries of some 18,000 extra houses by 2030. Warwick
District is in the frame for nearly 40% of these. That is the
current “Memorandum of Understanding” which has been
provided to satisfy the Inspector.

Talks and events
My life as a bookseller
Andrew Parkes
Thursday, November 19th, 7.30
Conference Centre, Dormer Place

Leamington’s water supply
Jef Burgess
Tuesday, December 1st, 7.30
Conference Centre, Dormer Place
Astley Castle
Dr Ian Cawood
Thursday, January 14th, 7.30
Conference Centre, Dormer Place
Delights of Leamington
Alan Mayes
Thursday, February 11th, 7.30
Conference Centre, Dormer Place

Blue Sky or Pie in the Sky? Over recent weeks our District
Council has aired several major and expensive proposals.
Not so much blue sky thinking as a re‐polishing of old ideas.
Plans for re‐locating a new District HQ seem to come round almost with the seasons – Court Street,
Spa Centre green, Covent Garden car park – where will be the next preferred location?
All this consulting and reporting is apparently a response to the continuing squeeze on budgets but
is far from cost free and is extravagant of senior officer time, while councillors struggle to keep up,
not to mention the public. “Fit for the Future” (FTF) is the mantra. Just how much of an HQ is really
needed and is now the right time to spend £8 million on building it? FTF is said to require a “modal
shift”, new ways of working, digitally and perhaps from home or on the move. There are arguments
for a town centre HQ, but should this be accompanied by all day parking for hundreds of staff?
Meanwhile the whole future of our local and perhaps combined councils is up for discussion.
Where is the all the money to come from? Finance, or the lack of it, is a major driving force for
“externalising”, out‐sourcing, various partnership schemes to lever in new money. It is believed or
hoped that commercial partners will do the job more efficiently and maybe deliver a share of the

profit as well. I quote from a recent executive report about Leisure Options, “Externalising of public
sector services to the private sector can be challenging”. Too true; beyond the legal and financial
complexity, all too often the tail wags the dog as commercial imperatives trump service needs.
I offer two local examples. Management and catering at the Royal Pump Rooms and elsewhere
were contracted out a few years ago. This Society, as a long‐standing customer hiring a meeting
room, was not impressed and we went elsewhere. Allegedly the new managers were going to make
a handsome profit, which would be shared with WDC. We very much doubt that has been realised;
but of course we cannot know because the accounts are sheltered by confidentiality. In a different
kind of deal WDC tied itself to Wilson Bowden back in 2007 with a confidential agreement to build
Clarendon Arcade. While the plans have gathered dust, the Council is still hobbled by secret penalty
clauses.
Time and again, council papers on these schemes comprise two layers: a surface gloss for public
consumption, while the meat of the project is buried in confidential reports. The word “partnership”
has become synonymous with routine exclusion of the public. Examples include the LLP (Limited
Liability Partnership) and the Coventry and Warwickshire LEP (Local Enterprise Partnership). The LEP
has a considerable website but in practice its dealings with local authorities are far from transparent
and very much on a top down basis.
Creative Quarter. One of the longest running of WDC ideas is for a cultural or creative quarter to
regenerate south town Leamington. As one councillor said to Executive recently, this has been
around for years but let's give it another go. Marianne Pitts writes on this below, but I add one
comment. WDC and WCC have puts in bids to the LEP for many millions of pounds towards this
project but just as with commercial partnerships these are labelled confidential.
Gyratory. We are told that the County, as the highway authority, wants £millions to impose a
gyratory traffic scheme (a grand name for an over‐sized roundabout) around Bath Street, High
Street, Lower Avenue and Spencer Street. On the face of it a crass idea obsessed with keeping the
traffic moving while blighting the very streets to be regenerated. The traffic (including lorries) that
currently travel along High Street from west to east (i.e. from Morrison’s towards Radford Semele)
will now be forced to travel down Lower Avenue (already overcrowded), along Spencer Street and
finally up Bath Street (also overcrowded). This will increase pollution in what is already the most
polluted area of Leamington. Even those who dream of everyone shopping by car as the answer to
Leamington's prayers will be thwarted, as they will certainly not be able to park on a gyratory
system. But the details of the bid are secret: if the bid were accepted by the LEP, suddenly money
will talk and councillors will be tempted to roll over and say thank you regardless.
Richard Ashworth
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Forthcoming talks: For venues, dates and times see front page of this Newsletter
Joint meeting with the Leamington Literary Society:
My life as a bookseller, Andrew Parkes
Local bookseller Andrew Parkes will tell us of the delights and disappointments of a provincial
bookseller and how an amateur book collector turned "professional" with curious tales of a curious
business. Andrew explains why he believes books still have a future in our digital age. No charge.
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Leamington’s water supply, Jeff Burgess
Mr Burgess’ full title is "The story of Leamington's water supply or History Beneath your Feet". He
will speak about our present water supply; as Leamington owes its start to Spa water this should be
an interesting evening. He is a retired civil engineer who worked for Severn Trent Water Company
and its predecessors for most of his career.
Astley Castle, Dr Ian Cawood
Dr Ian Cawood, Head of history at Newman University in Birmingham, is speaking as a volunteer on
Astley Castle, an ancient moated site on the verge of collapse after a fire in 1978. It was restored by
the Landmark Trust as a landmark building for the 21st century, with unequivocally modern living
accommodation inside the shell of the ancient castle. “We aimed for the best modern architecture,
unashamedly but sympathetically stitched into ancient fabric”. It became the Winner of the RIBA
Stirling Prize for Architecture 2013 and has been booked solid ever since.
Delights of Leamington, Alan Mayes
A personal selection of the buildings, spaces, gardens and monuments of Leamington that have
delighted Alan over his many happy years spent working in the town as Conservation Officer. To
ensure his delights are spread evenly throughout the town they will be divided into those to the
north of the Leam and those to the south.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
University Town Leamington?
In May this year more than 23,000 students were enrolled at the University of Warwick, around
5,500 of whom lived in Leamington Spa, mainly to the south of the town.
The University is of course aware of the impact of such a large student population on a relatively
small town. In an article in the Leamington Society newsletter of November 2014, the
Accommodation Manager, outlining the approach that was being taken to address the resulting
problems, referred in particular to the introduction of the Street Marshals scheme. This had been
implemented in partnership with the Students’ Union, Warwick DC and Warwickshire Police and was
intended to be of benefit both to students and to the community.
Now that the Marshals have been on patrol for a second year, it seems appropriate to revisit the
scheme and look at how far its objectives have been met, recognising its significance for the
University‘s relationship with the town. It is unlikely that many readers will have had personal
experience of its operation or actually encountered a Street Marshal.
The original objectives of the deployment of the Marshals, who are provided by the SafetyNet
Group, were to help protect students after a night out and to promote positive community relations
by encouraging students to behave responsibly when walking through residential areas.
The Marshals, up to 8 in number and working in pairs, one male and one female, patrol those areas
of the town most frequented by students, though they also deal with situations involving non‐
students, if appropriate. They work in term time only between 11pm and 4am from Mondays to
Thursdays.
Under powers given to them by Warwickshire Police they can require people to dispose of or
surrender alcohol – which is, in any case, not allowed on the streets – and can ask for the name and
address of anyone believed to be acting in an anti‐social manner, though this has not so far been
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necessary.
Warwick University and the Students’ Union are encouraged by the success of the scheme so far.
The University Department of Stakeholder Relations reports that over the 2014‐5 year, the Street
Marshals had thousands of interactions with students and others, averaging about 350 a week,
these being anything from finding a taxi for a lone student to intervening early in a potentially
threatening situation. They have arranged first aid and helped students get home safely. Student
responses, including grateful thanks for being kept safe (from a female student) and deep
embarrassment (from a male student), have been generally positive.
The Students‘ Union under its previous president, Ben Sundell, was from the beginning a strong
supporter of the initiative and this has continued under Isaac Leigh, 2014 ‐15 President. He believes
the presence of the Marshals gives an added sense of security to any students out alone at night,
male or female, and while the powers regarding alcohol could have proved contentious, this has not
been the case. The constructive approach taken by the Marshals defuses the situation, heading off
confrontation and its inevitable consequences.
From the perspective of the Leamington community, there is also a fair amount of good news. The
head of the Safer Neighbourhoods team at Warwick DC reports that from April 2014 to March 2015
violent crime in Leamington Town Centre was down 18%, compared to the same period in 2103‐14,
and anti‐social behaviour down by 25% in the same period. He is confident these developments are
the result of current policies. There has also been a reduction in complaints about noise nuisance in
student properties.
Opinions among some Leamington residents, particularly in Old Town, unfortunately give a different
picture, in that several, talking to a local Councillor, said that they knew nothing about the scheme
and those that did had seen no Street Marshals beyond Bath Street. These are admittedly the
opinions of individuals, but the area patrolled by the Marshals is intended to cover only the main
routes used by students, not all residential areas. Unfortunately, in many of these, the usual
problems have been reported, noise and disturbance in the streets late at night and parties and
drunken rows in student houses, though trouble in houses is not the province of the Marshals.
These contrasting experiences show clearly the difficulty of limiting the impact of a large number of
students on a residential area, particularly one with a high population density like South Leamington.
Students are generally transient residents, with little investment in the area where they live. The
University and its partners have worked hard to provide a solution to the problems which they can
manage. The success of many aspects of the scheme is demonstrated by the University’s welcome
decision to provide funding of £50,000 for the current academic year.
The fact that many of the same problems are still being reported is disappointing, although not
surprising, given student numbers, and seems to require more examination of the situation.
None of this diminishes the value to Leamington of its student population. They contribute both
socially and economically and take part in many more community projects than people are aware of.
The Students’ Union is very active in this regard, providing an Off‐Campus Moving‐In Guide, and
encouraging students to Leave Leam Tidy (and Keep Cov Clean). For these reasons it is much to be
regretted that our student population continues to create problems for some residents, particularly
those living in the south of the town.
Barbara Lynn
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Local giving, Grow Your Tenner 2015
Thank you to everyone who contributed £10 to one or more of the causes being backed by the
Leamington Society. These were the restoration of the murals in the underpass approaching
Leamington Station; the rescue of the bandstand in the Pump Room Gardens and the overhaul of
the refreshment room on the London bound platform at the station.
The GYT 2015 scheme matched any donation of £10 (plus gift aid, where appropriate). The total pot
of available matched funds was £250,000. The scheme was due to run for five weeks or until the
matching pot was empty. In practice the scheme was so popular that the funds were fully exhausted
within 11 days. Nationally over 900 local groups benefited from Grow Your Tenner this year, with
more than 11,000 individuals donating in support of a local cause.
Your donations enabled us to raise just over £1,000 which will go towards the three causes you
supported.
Thank you all again.
Archie Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Leamington Spa Creative or Cultural Quarter Plans – here we go again!
This is an old dream – recorded in the WDC Minutes at the Millennium and probably before. It is
also old‐fashioned. Creative artists are selling through websites to reach greater number of
potential buyers and to reduce their costs and working from home, again to keep costs down, or
working in inexpensive premises
on the edge of towns. If local
artists need a retail outlet,
Stratford upon Avon or Warwick
would be better sites than
Leamington Spa as they already
attract a large footfall of tourists
and visitors. In any case, Cultural
Quarters
usually
develop
spontaneously and not as the
result of major brownfield
redevelopment, no matter how
For sale?
Creative common licence
well intentioned.
Warwick District Council is putting the cart before the horse. They have “tested” the market for
future development partners and not for potential users of the developed spaces. In order to
attract commercial interest, membership of WDC’s “Creative Sector” wish‐list includes some very
strange bedfellows: not only craft and music and film, but also publishing, advertising, training,
technical (sic) and even food! Not surprisingly, the only two private sector companies responding to
WDC’s “advertisement” encouraged WDC to be “more ambitious” and to commit the Spencer’s Yard
properties to the project and possibly others. There is also talk of “compulsory purchase”. While
WDC is legally the owner of the Royal Pump Rooms the council should view itself as custodian of the
200 year old building, central to the history of the town. The Pump Rooms should never be sold to
assuage WDC’s ambitions.
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In one field only, WDC claims a gap: “We know that there is demand for a Digital Hub”. What is a
Hub? A building? A network of offices for like‐minded workers? A store? How much space does
this hub need and does it have to be in the town centre? Would it fit into and pay for the empty
space in Riverside House? One of our most successful digital games companies “Codemasters”
started in a Southam farmhouse and is still there.
When the Spencer’s Yard Cultural Quarter was opened in 2006 a number of bodies moved in
(Motionhouse, Hybrid Arts, Heartbreak Productions, Sez U Community Theatre, Being Frank Physical
Theatre, Leamington Studio Artists, Leamington Studio Artists and Helen Meeke) and some are still
there. Have any of them been consulted about the proposed changes? This more modest
development has attracted good tenants. Are we allowed to know whether it has been a financial
success? WDC should enable progress like this but not be a developer, even in partnership.
Much staff time, energy and money have been spent on vanity projects such as this and new WDC
offices. There are more urgent issues such as the Local Plan, the shortage of starter homes (due to
the Buy‐to‐Let boom and HMOs) and affordable housing and we would all gain from time and
thought directed at solving these problems.
Marianne Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
To Let Signs
Last year we reported on the street clutter being caused by estate agents’ To Let boards.
Conservation areas in the south of the town were badly affected by boards remaining for weeks and
even months. A number of Local Planning Authorities (e.g. Nottingham City, Newcastle‐upon‐Tyne,
Leeds and others) have obtained permission to control boards with what is called a Regulation 7

Houses in George Street, New Street and Mill Street
Direction. The case for this includes: (i) impact on the street scene and (ii) the danger that signs alert
criminals to the locations of student properties. Last year many residents were hoping that WDC
would follow suit. It was a disappointment to discover that the District Council’s Oversight and
Scrutiny Committee (meeting on 2nd September) decided not to establish a ‘Task and Finish Group’
with the aim of pursuing the matter. It has to be said that there has been some improvement this
year. However, it seems likely that this is explained by restraint on the part of one major player,
Tara Estate Agency. Thank you Tara! Now it seems that WDC has decided to revisit the problem.
Members can help by reporting problems to the Planning Department (and if possible supporting
reports with photographic evidence).


‘To Let’ boards not removed by the statutory 15th day (two dated photos)
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Streets where a number of boards can be found (currently there are six on New Street)



Properties where multiple boards are displayed on properties (for example, in Radford Road
and George Street with three boards on three properties)



Cases of corporate advertising (see photograph above)

Nothing to be done about the agent who can’t spell accommodation! Look out for that board.
Gordon Fyfe
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Building holiday lodges in Grade I landscape at Warwick Castle
This society, along with the Warwick Society, the Warwickshire Gardens Trust, and many neighbours
of Warwick Castle is saddened by WDC planning officers’ recommendation and the planning
committee decision to allow the construction of a holiday encampment at Warwick Castle. In 1750
Lancelot 'Capability' Brown began to lay out Warwick Castle Park, of which this site forms part.
The work will involve the construction of permanent housing, kitchens, an electricity sub‐station,
paths, parking etc., etc. We opposed the changes on the grounds they would not respect the
heritage, history and beauty of the Grade I registered landscape site and would set a dangerous
precedent for other such nationally important parks in England and Wales. To no avail. Historic
England wrote a balance d representation, but this was just reported to the committee as ‘no
objection’. Nor did DCLG accept requests to ‘call in’ the application, so that it would be determined
by the Minister after a Public Inquiry (the process followed for the ‘Gateway’ scheme).
Next year Warwick will mark the 300th anniversary of Brown’s birth with the extension of the Castle
theme park into Foxes Study, and into night as well as day. How special does a site have to be, to be
protected?
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Gardens at Leamington Station are judged OUTSTANDING
The gardens at Leamington Station have been judged
outstanding, for another year, in the “It’s Your
Neighbourhood” scheme organised by the Royal
Horticultural Society and Heart of England in Bloom.
The Friends of Leamington Station, who have been looking
after these gardens for the last 12 years, are delighted.
The judge’s report commended their use of recycled rain
water, well made compost and the Yew topiary train. The
raised beds on the platforms, maintained by the Leamington
and Warwick Soroptimists, were also praised.
It is not surprising that rail travellers waiting for their trains
lavish praise on the gardens work, year after year.
The town should also be proud of them – all volunteers.
The Czechoslovak Memorial Fountain

Gardeners in front of a Romneya
Coulteria in full flower

The Czechoslovak Memorial Fountain in the Jephson Gardens is currently in need of some
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restoration almost fifty years after it was unveiled. A small group of concerned local people and
second‐generation Czech families have set up a Friends Group to ensure the future of the fountain
by raising money for its refurbishment. Following a commemorative wreath‐laying ceremony in
June, the Friends Group now has an approved constitution, elected trustees and a current account
with HSBC bank.
We meet with Warwick District Council
officers on a formal basis and have
established a good working relationship with
David Anderson, Jon Holmes and Russell
Marsden of WDC all of whom are keen to
see the fountain restored and the
surrounding area improved. Our current
focus is considering quotations from suitably
qualified firms of surveyors who have been
invited to draw up a specification and
costings for alternative programmes of work
on the fountain.

Czechoslovak Memorial, Jephson Gardens

We welcome offers of support of every kind. A leaflet that tells the story of the fountain and has
contact details for the friends group is available in the Aviary café and South Lodge, Jephson Gardens
and also from the Visitor Information Centre in the Royal Pump Rooms. Our first Friend’s Newsletter
giving fuller details of the project will be circulated in December.
Alan Griffin, Vice Chairman Friends of the Czechoslovak Memorial Fountain
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Maria Homes, housekeeper to the Earl of Warwick, who died rich in 1837
Sylvia Pinches discovered this entertaining history by accident after researching and acting in
Warwick Castle. First she played a mediaeval washer‐woman (invariably women) and then she was
asked to research the part played by servants at in the end of the eighteenth century, during the
French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars.
Domestic servants derived their status from their employer and service was a career like any other.
To gain promotion it was usual to move frequently. Records vary on the length of service of Maria,
but whether it was sixty years or seventy, it was long. The family must have trusted her: she is
buried immediately outside their vault and she was in financial partnership with members of the
family at the time of her death, when she left £20,000 (multiply this by at least 100 to get a modern
equivalent). She also bought the Earl of Warwick’s pictures from him when he was bankrupt and
gave them back!
Marianne Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Leamington Architecture
Brian Bassett’s talk on October 8 was very different from the usual architectural lecture – he spoke
entirely of his own career and his approach to design, both of which were much affected by time and
place.
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He was training to become an architect in the 1960s, an age of large and expanding Local Authority
architects’ departments and in one of which, Warwickshire, he started work.
Although many Authorities were doing
great work, many were devastating large
areas of urban Britain and replacing them
with largely bland buildings of indifferent
quality or worse.
He was training the hard way, working
during the day and studying largely in the
evenings and at weekends which meant
unlike students, like myself, in full time
study, he was never far from the technical
realities of the construction industry.
Popular houses in Finings Court, designed by Brian
Before long he had set up his own practice
Bassett
in Leamington, a town that has suffered
much less than most, and his slides
showed how the sympathetic use of materials and careful detailing, related to the historic setting
of a new building, is a sure formula for success.
He also argued how an architect can influence the quality of the environment by other means than
simply the visual, for instance by suggesting to Warwick District Council that to demolish what was
left, in reasonable condition, of the Leamington Brewery site (which they had been neglecting for
years) and build a new municipal depot was perhaps not the best use of prime residential land.
Fortunately his view prevailed.
He demonstrated to builders that by investing in quality of design, materials and a landscaped
setting they could actually sell houses more quickly and at a higher price than they would do by the
easiest and cheapest method.
Unsurprisingly, he has had a very successful career and has made a substantial contribution to the
Leamington scene.
Richard Ward
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
My journey by rail with Rob Brighouse, MD of Chiltern Railways
When the employment contract for Rob Brighouse with Chiltern Railways was being written, he and
Adrian Shooter (the CEO at the time) realised that neither of them had even discussed a job title or a
salary. Rob had waylaid Adrian to ask for a job and Adrian had offered him one, obeying his
powerful instinct that here was a good man.
This instinct proved correct. During his 15 years at Chiltern a surprising number of changes and
improvements have been completed so that it is no longer a secondary suburban line and has
consistently outperformed the industry on reliability, growth in passengers numbers and last but not
least – profitability.
Among them are
‐

The refurbishment of Moor Street station from derelict wreck to delightful space and entry to
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the new Birmingham Bullring
‐

The dualling of the single line between Haddenham and Aynho and straightening tracks so trains
can travel faster

‐

Constructing an overtaking line at Princes Risborough so express trains do not have to wait
behind stopping trains

‐

Two new platforms and the full refurbishment of Marylebone’s elegant Edwardian Station

‐

The construction of Warwick Parkway in 9 months and on a modest budget

‐

Ordering 168 new trains from Derby and thus revitalising that British industry

‐

Pioneering electronic tickets on mobile telephones

‐

Building car parks at Banbury, Warwick Parkway and Bicester to accommodate more and more
passengers – a consequence of success.

‐

Current WIP are Oxford Parkway station and a new line connecting that city to Marylebone. The
Oxford‐London route is the most crowded in the country.

Disasters have dented but not stopped
Chiltern’s progress. The Tesco collapse
over the track at Gerrards Cross was
announced to Rob while barbequing on a
sunny Thursday evening and he did not
even know that there was not a train with
victims underneath until he arrived on site.
A major rail disaster with multiple fatalities
was averted by a quick‐thinking Chiltern
driver asking the track controllers to stop
all traffic both ways.
The more recent collapse of the Harbury
cutting with 350,000 tonnes of soil
Marylebone Station concourse at night
cascading down interrupted a family
Robin Stott
holiday in France. He has been on call
24/7 for years and his management of such disasters has been so masterly that he is now consulted
by Network Rail. Information on social media, hard work by Chiltern staff, goody bags for
inconvenienced passengers, a surplus of hired buses mean that customers remain loyal and trust the
Chiltern brand. He paid repeated tribute to the staff and that corresponds with our experience at
Leamington Station. They are always helpful and loyal.
His talk was funny and modest. Plans for retirement include renovating a Devon watermill and
providing fresh water in Africa, with his wife, also an engineer. Luckily for all rail travellers, he is to
be a non‐executive Director of Network Rail and we hope he will exert a powerful influence there.
Marianne Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
One of us?
I seem to have been born to sit outside the hall before our talks and take people’s names. I can’t
remember names, but I do remember that I have to dun them for two pounds (or more).
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In the ten minutes before the start there’s always a great rush that I suspect has been rehearsed to
confuse me. After that I stay outside for five or six minutes to trap latecomers and give ram‐raiders
a chance. Sometimes latecomers for another talk in the same building turn up.
At the first meeting of the season I was just about to jack it in and creep into the hushed darkness
when a man of about thirty arrived, clothes none too clean, three or four days’ growth on his face.
He gave the impression of not being one of us. I asked him if he wanted the Leamington Society’s
talk. He nodded, added his name to the list, and gave me the money. I opened the door to him and
whispered that he could sit where he liked.
Shortly afterwards I gathered my bits and pieces together and followed him in. He was still dithering
about a seat. I ignored him and sat in the back row. He seemed to notice a seat at the front.
In a couple of minutes he was back and he leant over me. Again I noticed the three or four days’
growth. Under his breath he explained that he was at the wrong meeting. He was looking for
Alcoholics Anonymous. I gave him his money back so he could buy himself half a pint.
Robin Taylor
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
New members
We welcome to our Society
Robert Mathers

Anthony Wood and Kristie Naimo

Stella Carr

Peggy Mullallay

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Chairman: Richard Ashworth, 32 Willes Road, CV31 1BN, 01926 316703
Vice Chairmen: Marianne Pitts, 4 Leam Terrace, CV31 1BB, 01926 885532
Richard Ward, 3 Bell Court, The Maltings, CV32 5FH, 01926 422750
Hon. Secretary: Margaret Begg, The Garden House, Clarendon Crescent, CV32 5NR, 01926 423822
Hon. Treasurer: Clive Engwell, Clarendon Lodge, Clarendon Square, CV32 5QT, 01926 420454
Other Committee Members:
Rodney King 01926 334053

Barbara Lynn 01926 831414

Archie Pitts 01926 885532

Geoffrey Renshaw 01926 770600

Jef Tuyn 01926 339085
Newsletter Distribution: Dorothy Clark
The Leamington Society is a registered charity. It is a member of the West Midlands Amenity Societies
Association and the National Organisation of Residents’ Associations. It exists to preserve the heritage and
improve the character of Royal Leamington Spa and to encourage high standards of planning and architecture
Charity No. 516078
Unless otherwise indicated, views expressed in these newsletters are the contributors’ own and not necessarily
the corporate view of the Society
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